Abstract In this paper we study the Enertex model that has been applied to fundamental tasks in Natural Language Processing (NLP) including automatic document summarization and topic segmentation. The model is language independent. It is based on the intuitive concept of Textual Energy, inspired by Neural Networks and Statistical Physics of magnetic systems. It can be implemented using simple matrix operations and on the contrary of PageRank algorithms, it avoids any iterative process.
Introduction
Physics are a fruitful source of concepts and methods for Automatic Text Analysis. Entropy as defined in [Shannon, 1948] is an example, as well as approaches in [Zipf, 1935 , Zipf, 1949 and in [Mandelbrot, 1953] based on thermodynamic concepts. Recently [Takamura et al., 2005] used the concept of spin orientation in a polarized system to model the adequacy between words in a text and some conceptual field as negative or positive. From another hand, the concept of energy regularly emerges in Information Retrieval applications [Berkhin, 2005, p.91] . In [Bianchini et al., 2002] the concept is grounded in circuital analysis and it is applied to the Web viewed as a valued directed graph.
In this paper we do not only use physics as a source of inspiration but as a formal model. Where do we get if we consider text as physical object? Once the text is converted into a physical object, what do we obtain if we measure its energy as strictly defined in Statistical Physics? This paper formally recalls [Fernández et al., 2007a] how a text can be coded as a magnetic system. The energy of this system, to which we shall refer as Textual Energy, is then computed and apply to a large range of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, like document summarization, text segmentation and information retrieval. Results for summarization and text segmentation using Textual Energy have been evaluated on established benchmarks [Fernández et al., 2007b] .
They are unexpectedly good. The physical model of Textual Energy gives rise to a single non iterative algorithm of low complexity (linear) called Enertex.
This paper aims to deeply understand why this physic magnetic model works. For that we compare the resulting Enertex algorithm to the state of the art ones. Based on graph theory it appears that Enertex can be compared to PageRank like algorithms for sentence ranking like TexRank [Mihalcea, 2004] and LexNet [Radev et al., 2006] . However, it has a fundamental difference, Enertex is not an iterative algorithm and there is no need to make it converge to an ideal optimum.
In fact PageRank algorithms are based on functional L 1 convergence meanwhile for text applications rank convergence is sufficient [Berkhin, 2005, p.106] . To our knowledge physical magnetic model is the first model that clearly characterizes the quantity that is computed in the first iterations of PageRank algorithms. It then confirms the experimental observation that rank convergence is quite faster than L 1 convergence.
Therefore Textual Energy allows to redefine sentence ranking on simple and efficient matrix operations. The resulting algorithms are much easier to apply to large texts and give better results without using any post-processing. Moreover, the clear physical formalism allows Textual Energy to be combined with Statistical Physics and allows to extend the range of applications of text rank approaches to new applications like topic segmentation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start by recalling in §2 the concept of Textual Energy. In §3 we study its interpretation in Graph Theory and compare it to TextRank approach. The next three sections are devoted to applications: sentence ranking in §4 for automatic summarization and topic text segmentation in §5. Finally, section §6 is devoted to discussion, conclusions and future work.
Textual Energy

Starting point: Hopfield Model
Hopfield's approach [Hopfield, 1982 , Hertz et al., 1991 was based on magnetic Ising model to build a Neural Network with pattern learning capabilities. The capacities and limitations of this network, called associative memory, were well established in a theoretical framework in [Hopfield, 1982 , Hertz et al., 1991 : the patterns must not be correlated to obtain free error recovery, the system saturates quickly and only a little fraction of the patterns can be stored correctly. Despite these major drawbacks, Hopfield Network contributed to Neural Networks theory by introducing the concept of energy by analogy with magnetic systems.
A magnetic system is a set of N spins like small noddles that can adopt several orientations. The simplest model is the bipole one or Ising model where there are only two opposite possible orientations: up (↑ or +1) or down (↓, -1 or 0). Ising magnetic model was used in a large variety of systems that can be completely described by a set N of binary variables [Ma, 1985] with 2 N possible configurations (patterns). In the Hopfield model, the spins are equivalent to neurons that can interact following Hebb's rule 1 :
s µ,i et s µ,j are the states of neurons i and j in the pattern µ. The summation concerns the P patterns to store. This rule of interaction is local, because J i,j depends only on the states of the connected unities. It has the capacity to store and to recover certain number of configurations of the system, because the Hebb rule transforms these configurations into attractors (minimal local) of the energy function [Hopfield, 1982] :
The fundamental concept of magnetic energy is a function of the system configuration, that is, of the state of activation or non-activation of its units. The concept of energy induces a type of interaction. If we present a pattern ν, every spin will undergo a local field h i = N j=1 J i,j s j induced by the energy of the others spins. Therefore the total energy of the new system made of the new pattern inserted into the previous system reflects the interaction between the pattern and the initial system. This energy has been used by Hopfield to restore the stored patterns. A pattern was considered to be stored in the sytem if it induced an energy optimun. Spins are supposed to be independent and interactions are considered to be noisy. We shall not get into details on this pattern recovering method 2 because our approach relies on the analysis of these interactions. We shall focus on theoretical objects that are usually considered in Statistical Physics. In magnetic system analysis, these are energy function distributions. Hopfield himself used these functions to show that the recovery is convergent. Our Enertex system is entirely grounded on them.
Energy as a novelty document similarity measure
There exists several mathematical models for magnetic systems. One of the most simple is the Vector Space Model (VSM) where vectors represent Ising spin chains and a magnetic system is represented by a matrix. VSM has also been applied to texts since [Salton and McGill, 1983 ] following a bag of word representation of sentences. In this model vectors represent sentences and a document gives rise to a matrix. Therefore, sentences can be studied as Ising spin chains. More formally, with a vocabulary of N terms in a document, it is possible to represent a sentence as a chain of N spins, i = 1, · · · , N . A document with P sentences is formed of P chains in the vector space Ξ of dimension N . In fact, documents are preprocessed using filters that remove functional words 3 , normalized and lemmatized [Porter, 1980, Manning and Schütze, 1999] . This preprocessing reduces considerably the document dimensionality. Let be T = {t 1 , ..., t N } the set of remaining terms after this preprocessing. Once segmented into units, usually sentences, the text is represented by a set H = {µ 1 , . . . , µ P } where each µ i is the bag of words in segment i. As usual in text vector model, we consider the P × N matrix S = (S i,j ) 1≤i≤P,1≤j≤N of frequency/absence associated to H by:
where tf i,j is the term frequency of t j in the i • segment. We therefore consider the presence of term t j as a spin s j ↑ with magnitude tf i,j (its absence by a ↓ respectively), and a text segment by a chain of N spins. It is common to consider that these vectors are correlated according to the shared words. Here the introduction of the magnetic model induces moreover indirect interactions. In this model sentences that do not share any word could however interact because of the magnetic field generated by the other sentences of the document that form the global magnetic system. In this paper, we have studied the interactions between the terms and the sentences using Hebb's rule and Ising energy respectively. From these interactions we have defined the Textual Energy. To obtain the matrix J of interactions between the N terms, we apply Hebb's rule (equation 1) in its matrix form:
If for any t i ∈ µ k , tf i,k = 1, as it is generally the case if segments are sentences, then J i,k is simply the number of co-occurrences of t i , t j in sentences. The energy function (equation 2) of a magnetic S system is :
Each term E µ,ν represents the energy between patterns µ and ν. Hence, the concept of energy of a magnetic system leads to compute matrix E. This has been implemented in the Enertex system using algorithms for sparse matrix in R language for small texts up to 5, 000 words, PERL 5 for texts up to 100, 000 words and MySQL using MyISAM storage engine for larger texts. As it can be observed in figure 1 , the values in the first matrix diagonal quantify the interaction energy between words in a common sentence meanwhile the other values in the rest of the matrix show the interactions between distinct sentences. The sum of absolute values in one ligne gives the total energy of interaction of the corresponding sentence with the document:
We shall use this energy to rank sentences by order of decreasing importance.
The most energetic will be considered as the most important.
Graph based ranking algorithms
It follows from previous section that a text can be considered as a magnetic system and that the resulting physical concept of interaction is adapted to sentence ranking, one of the main text analysis tasks. We shall now analyse this model from a theoretical point of view to compare it with the state of art ranking algorithms. Most of them like TextRank [Mihalcea, 2004] are derived from PageRank approach. To carry out this comparison graph theory seems to be the easier framework.
Enertex graph interpretation
Let us first observe that the energy matrix relies on an implicit graph of interactions. This results from the fact that, by definition of J, E can be in fact rewritten:
In the case of S represents a text segmented into sentences, then
which is the number of common terms between two sentences and E i,j is the number of terms t ∈ T such for some µ k ∈ H we have:
When no hypothesis is done on segments, specially when we can not suppose tf i,j ≤ 1, the interpretation is less straightforward. Now, for any square matrix M , let us denote by G M its corresponding non directed graph:
where V is the set c 1 , ..., c d of matrix columns and L is the set of non directed
It follows that E i,j > 0 iff there is a path of length at most 2 between µ i and µ j in graph G E . This is a key point, the concept of energy of a system, when applied to texts, relates segments that do not necessarily share common words.
Enertex as a non iterative version of TextRank
The graph interpretation introduced above suggests that Textual Energy could be a variant of TextRank algorithm [Mihalcea, 2004] . Given a square stochastic matrix M derived from the matrix of term co-occurrences in text sentences, and a term weight vector − → x , TextRank computes M n− → x for n ≈ 30 as an approximation of the first eigenvector − → e 1 . Indeed, for a square stochastic matrix, − → e 1 is a fix point of the linear application M and thus it is characterized by the equation:
Since − → e is a fix point and M is stochastic we have that:
TextRank then uses an approximation of − → e 1 to score and rank sentences. The idea is to progressively weight the sentences according to the number of sentences in their neighborhood in graph G S t ×S and on the strength of an edge between two sentences as the number of common words. The algorithm converges towards the same solution no matter the initial weights on vertex. The magnetic model suggests to replace matrix M n by E which is much easier to compute since:
1. it can be done in O(|L|) where |L| is the number of non zero values in M .
2. E is an integer matrix and not a float one like in the case of stochastic matrices.
Enertex approach ranks sentences according to E. − → 1 where − → 1 = (1, ...1). To prove that Textual Energy is sufficient to rank sentences, we have then carried out the following experiment on R software 4 . We have defined a random integer positive symmetric square matrices M of arbitrary size P as the matrix product S.S t where S is a random binary matrix S with D lines and N columns. Moreover, we supposed that for any 0 < i ≤ P, 0 < j ≤ N , the probability to have S i,j = 1 is a constant p. Clearly, 1. P is the estimated number of sentences to be ranked, 2. N is the number of distinct terms, 3. p is the probability for a term t to be in a sentence µ. Figure 3 shows the exact R code that we used. We have run this program 30 times for each P ∈ {100, 200, . . . , 5000}, N ∈ {100 × P, ..., 100 × (P + 100), ..., 100 × (P + 1000)} and p ∈ {0.5, ..., 1 N , ..., 0.001} on a LINUX Ubuntu 7.10 64 bits bi-double dual core server with 4Gb of RAM, 16Gb of swap and R version 2.5.1 (2007-06-27) 5 . For each triplet of values (P, N, p) and each of the three tests showed in figure 3 , we computed on the corresponding 100 runs the averages:
• τ of Kendall's τ ,
• x of the complement of p-value.
Recall that Kendall's τ is closed to 0 in case of rank independence, closed to 1 if perfect agreement, and -1 if the rankings are oposite. The p − value gives the probability of the H 0 hypothesis of statistical independence. Therefore x is the probability for the rankings E.
− → 1 and − → e 1 to be correlated. We have obtained the following two upper bounds:
This proves that, on integer random matrices, the ranking computed by Enertex based on Textual Energy (E = (S.S t ) 2 ) is strongly correlated to the ranking induced by the first eigenvector of the matrix S.S t . Therefore, they should be also strongly correlated to TextRank rankings. The key point is that for text matrices, rank convergence appears to be much faster than L 1 convergence. In the next section we experimentaly check this theoretical result on real texts.
Sentence Ranking for text summarization
We test the usability of this model on a well established task since the organization by NIST 6 of Document Understanding Conferences (DUC), namely, the single and multi-document summarization tasks.
The evaluation of summary quality is know to be an impossible task because it is highly suggestive. However, computer assisted and semi-automatic approaches have been developed in order to help comparing different summarization systems. Among these methods, Among these methods there are Pyramid [Passonneau et al., 2005] , Basic Elements [Hovy et al., 2005] and Rouge [Lin, 2004] . Rouge package has been used in DUC campaigns to compare summaries produced by automatic systems to 5 summaries made by humans. It measures the number of common n-grams between two summaries. The most popular variants are: Rouge-2 (bigrams) et SU4 (bigrams separated by a sequence of at most 4 words).
Therefore, Rouge and DUC data is a robust way of comparing sentence ranking algorithms to those that have participated to DUC campaign, no matter are the implementation details and the text processing options that are used. In particular, we can test if the concept of Textual Energy is sufficient to approach iterative PageRank like solutions. Indeed, we shall just compare the Rouge score of the summary produced by Enertex on DUC'02 and '07, to the scores of systems based on PageRank algorithm like TextRank [Mihalcea, 2004] and NUS [Lin et al., 2007] respectively.
Generic single-document summarization
In the single document summarization task of DUC 2002, approximately 600 newswire/newspaper documents were provided as system input. A short summary (≈ 100 words) containing the most important information in each document was created. For single document summarization, Enertex takes as input the vector representation of a text after filtering based on stop word lists and lemmatization or stemming. It then computes the Textual Energy (5) and rank the sentences according to − → r = E. − → 1 which is the vector of their total energy:
Thus the selected sentences to be inserted in the extract will be those with greater energy of interaction with the rest of the text. We claim that the simple computation of energy is sufficient for this task, in contrast with procedures based on eigen vectors. In previous §3.2 we have proved that this was the case on random data, here we show it on real data from DUC conferences. In [Mihalcea, 2004] , the system TextRank has been tested on the whole DUC 2002 corpus and was ranked among the best participant systems for this year. The F -score Rouge-1 reported is 0.4229.
To check that we were using the same TextRank procedure and the Rouge function, we have re-implemented TextRank on our server, and run it on the same data input as Enertex. We have reached almost the same F-score for TextRank. We have tested Enertex on the same corpus and used Rouge measures to compare both systems. F-scores for Rouge-1,2 and SU4 are shown in table 1. In fact our system slightly outperforms TextRank. 
Query oriented multi-document summarization
For DUC'05-07, the problem can be stated this way. Given a topic and a set D ≈ 25 of relevant documents, generate a short relevant and coherent summary of 250 words, that will answer to questions in the topic. Topics are made of two parts: a title and a short description. The D ≈ 25 documents were extracted from Aquaint corpus made of news from Associated Press, New York Times (1998) (1999) (2000) and Xinhua News Agency (1996 Agency ( -2000 . Summarizers based on sentence extraction, introduce the query as a supplementary sentence. The sentences are extracted from documents according to their distance to query. In Enertex the sentence is ranked according to E i,q where q corresponds to the query. This value measures the alignment of spins representing the words of each sentence i, to those associated with q. Like other statistical systems, Enertex selects the top ranked sentences such that the total number of words is less than ≈ 200. Thus, the number of selected sentences changes according to their length. Sentences are then displayed in an order that respects the one of their appearance in documents. Moreover, to avoid redundancy, which is an important question in multi-document summarization, sentences having very closed Textual Energy scores are merged together, i.e. only one of them is selected to build the summary. The figures 4 shows the position of Enertex (up triangle) in the evaluation Rouge-2 vs SU4, compared to participants of DUC'07. This campaign has introduced two evaluations. The first baseline is constituted by selecting random subset of sentences. In the second one, a generic systems replaces the random baseline. This explains why the baseline was better that half of the participating systems. The dark cercle shows the cosine similarity measure, frequently used in Information Retrieval, this measure outperforms many summarizers systems. This shows that Enertex summaries are in the state of the art and, consequently, that Textual Energy is adapted to sentence ranking task since Enertex lightly outperforms NUS abstracts (white circle) on Rouge scores without requiring the implementation of an expensive iterating process.
Topic Text Segmentation
In previous section we have shown how the application of Statiscal Physics concepts to text analysis allows to redefine in a much more efficient way state of the art sentence ranking algorithms. Here we show how these concepts allow to introduce new approaches in emerging Text Analysis tasks like Topic Text Segmentation (TTS).
Enertex segmenter
There are several strategies to segment a text thematically. Most of them are based on classification of the terms [Caillet et al., 2004, Chuang and Chien, 2004] , Markov models [Amini et al., 2000] , Lexical chains [Sitbon and Bellot, 2005] or Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) model [Brants et al., 2002] that estimates the probabilities of the terms to belong to semantic classes. More recently, a prior identification of topics had been suggested [Ferret, 2007] as a strategy to improve a topic segmenter. Topic identification is realized from a contextual analysis based on word co-occurrences. [Fernández et al., 2007b] shows how Textual Energy can be used in topic segmentation. It can be observed in figure 5 that each line of energy matrix E (equation 5) produces a spectrum that represents the interaction of the sentence i with all others. It reveals the internal text landscape viewed from a given sentence. Figure 6 shows the energy of interaction between some sentences of a text made up of two topics. Given that Textual Energy is capable of detecting and of balancing the neighbourhood of a sentence, we can notice a similarity between the curves of the one (bold line) and the other topics (dotted line). In order to compare these spectra, we have used Kendall's τ coefficient of correlation. Given two sentences µ and ν, we estimate the probability P [µ = ν] of being in distinct topics by the probability of [τ (x, y) > τ (E µ,. , E ν,. )]. This is done using the normal approximation of Kendall's τ law valid if vectors E µ,. , E ν,. have more than 30 terms. τ coefficient does not depend on exact energy values, only on their rank in the vectors E µ,. , E ν,. . Basically, it evaluates the degree of concordance between two rankings and makes possible robust non parametric statistical test of agreement between two judges classifying a set of P objects using that fact that P [τ (x, y) > τ (E µ,. , E ν,. )] = 1 if the ranking vectors associated with E µ,. and E ν,. are two statistically independent variables. Here the judges are two sentences that classify all other sentences based on the interaction energy. We shall say that it is almost sure that two sentences µ and ν are in the same topic if P [µ = ν] > 0.05.
It has been shown in [Fernández et al., 2007a] that the topic breaks are detected correctly if the common neighborhood between sentences is well marked. To minimize this effect, [Fernández et al., 2007b] have proposed a slippery window variation of Kendall test. This strategy has allowed better detection of breaks.
The Statistical Physics concept of temperature
We believe we can do better modifing directly the spectra form. The strategy is to control noise in the spectra by a parameter T which can be treated, in physical terms, like a temperature. If we observe on the spectra representing sentences, we will notice a maximum peak that express properly their belonging to a thematic. From this maximum, the other interactions decrease rapidly on both sides. Such a decrease can be controlled by a factor exp (−r/T ) where r is the distance between the sentence µ and the maximum and T the parameter of the noise present in the spectra. Figure 7 shows smoothing induced in the spectra for two sentences: sentence 10 whose tendency is clearly and sentence 23 which is difficult to classify according to its peaks. We have decreased T gradually for analyze the curve evolution. A T ≈ 8, the noise of curve 23 is reduced and a correct classification was obtained. The spectra of sentence 10 has also been smoothed without losing information. [Pevzner and Hearst, 2002] , used in the topic segmentation. This function measures the difference between the real boundaries and those found automatically in a slippery window: the smaller the value is, the more the system is performant. Figure 9 shows the results for 100 French documents and segment size of 6-8 sentences. In continuous, average WD evolution and in dotted the number of borders found. A very low temperatures curves lose their peaks (except the maximum), the Kendall test does not detect any border and the WD value is high. By increasing the temperature, the similarity between the curves of the same topic increases and the number of border increases too. We have chosen the value T = 80 that maximizes the number of borders found minimizing the WD value.
5.3 The δ-Front measure [Pevzner and Hearst, 2002] have shown that WD is not very sensitive to changes in size segments and more balanced than other measures in the penalization of errors. However it has its weaknesses. WD can not be equated to an error rate (Because its value may be > 1) and is a yardstick of reliability methods and not an absolute parameter of its quality (Sitbon et Bellot, 2004) . In addition, we found that the same value of WD could correspond to segmentation different document. Given these weaknesses, we have proposed δ-Front a new assessment measure for topic segmentation.
δ-Front calculates the Euclidean distance d(·) (Equation 14) between the vectors A and B of dimension P (number of sentences of the document) : A corresponds to the true boundaries and B to those detected. The value of the component i is the number of sentences separating the sentence i of the nearest boundary (see figure 8) . The normalization is made with the zero vector C: containing no boundaries except the extremes. The higher the value δ-Front is low, the better the segmentation.
where:
We have compared our system to two others for topic segmentation in French: LCseg [Galley et al., 2003] and LIA seg [Sitbon and Bellot, 2005] that are based on lexical chains. The corpus of reference was built by [Sitbon and Bellot, 2005] from articles of the newspaper Le Monde. It is composed of sets of 100 documents where each one corresponds to the average size of the predefined segments. LIA seg depends on a parameter which gives place to various performances (that is why the evaluation of this system gives rise to a range of values). The improvements presented here have enabled to surpass the previous results of [Fernández et al., 2007b] . Our method does not make any assumption on the number of topics to detect and it obtains performances comparable to the systems in the state of the art. Table 2 shows these results as well as our performances for Spanish and English. An interesting remark is that the methods cited earlier in this section relate best performance in English than in French. It is may be due to the structural differences and word repetition between these languages. However, our results are similar in three languages. This stability can stems from word interaction calculation combined with the segment comparison process. [Ferret, 2007] a topic segmentation. Several experiments have shown that our algorithm is adapted to sentences scoring. Query-guided summaries has been obtained by introducing the topic as supplementary sentence. Several concluding tests on the DUC'02 by comparing with TextRank and DUC'07 corpora were realized. We applied Textual Energy to the problem of topic segmentation of the documents. The method, based on the energy matrix of the system of spins, is coupled with a robust statistical non-parametric test based on Kendall's τ . The results in three languages (English, French and Spanish) are very encouraging. A criticism of this algorithm could be that it requires the handling (produced, transposed) of a matrix of size [P × P ]. However the graph representation performs these calculations in time P log(P ) and in space P 2 .
